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Abstract 
In this modern world, lies a piece of technological brilliance called 

Internet of things. This research paper will tell you how IoT can help 

connect homes and cities to the very minutest appliance and in turn create 

a smart world where everything is interconnected to each other making it 

far more convenient to do everything from controlling the thermostat to 

reporting medical or criminal emergencies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A fairy newfound section of technology, the Internet of things often said as Iot has the basic 

principle of connecting all the electronic things together in a hub and let them communicate to 

each other. As the name suggests it is an Internet for physical electronic objects and a platform 

for them to share and transfer data. It is recently getting popular in new modern houses where it 

is being used to make household chores, security, emergencies and many more things very 

convenient for us to do and also reduce the burden and stress by running on pre-set commands 

where there is no need for us to manually start all the appliances. This smart home is a base for a 

smart city and smart country and eventually a smart world. 
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Theory 

The smart home will make every chore and work very quick and easy but it does take a 

significant amount of time and money to set up. The basic principle will work on scanners, 

actuators and microprocessors in very device or even non electrical things.It will mainly help us 

to get different aspects of a home like the door management system, security management 

system, water management system, light management system, temperature control, power 

consumption, healthcare and many more things, to a very advance and extremely simple to 

control. It will be a very modern and futuristic environment for the residents. It will make life so 

easy that without breaking a single drop of sweat you can do all your jobs from washing your 

clothes to charge your electric car and that too without any sort of manual input. 

Fig: 1 

Imagine waking up one day and getting out of bed, then anAI voice greets you good morning. 

You command to open the curtains and they open without even moving a finger. You go to take 

a bath and that AI voice informs your that the water heater has been set to your last desired 

temperature. Once you get out of the shower and get dressed you command to have a sandwich 

for breakfast, the AI voice informs you that you have bread, lettuce, ranch, meat, tomatoes ready 

in the refrigerator 

and you were running low on cheese so the voice had already placed an order for you a day ago. 

Then the doorbell rings and the AI voice informs you it’s the cheese delivery man. You receive it 

and then ask for the recipe for the sandwich, and the AI voice sends a video to your tablet which 

shows you how to make the sandwich. You have a nice breakfast and run for work. You realise 

you forgot to charge your car last night but the AI voice informs that the car has been charged 

overnight. As soon as you leave your house all the unnecessary appliances and the robot vacuum 
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cleaner starts up. During work you get a notification on your mobile saying that there is a 

delivery for you on the door and then send a message on your outdoor screen asking to leave the 

package with your neighbour across the street since you weren’t at home. You leave from work 

and when you get about 100 meters from your house your appliancesstart. When you are in your 

driveway your garage door automatically opens. When you enter your house the lights start, then 

when you are sitting on your couch your AI helper to reduce the thermostat temperature. The 

voice says, “Sure, I suggest you turn on the air purifier since the AQI levels are higher than 

usual.” And then you command to switch on the air purifier and it starts up. You go to your 

laundry room and say out loud, “how to wash wine stains off shirts.” The AI voice replies, “I 
have set the washing machine settings to removing wine stains.”. You dump you stained shirt in 

the washer and when you check the dryer the same settings have been applied there.  

Fig: 2 

Now, this was just one small piece of life with a completely connected house, there are many 

more aspects to this house like an automatic voice command television and many more. Now I 

am about to list some of the aspects and benefits of a smart home: 

1) Reduced power consumption – Since the 

entire system is connected, you can easily monitor 

which appliance or task is using a lot of energy 

and find ways to reduce the power and therefore 

saving money on electricity bills. 

2) Enhanced control – With a totally 

connected house you can control any of your 

appliance by just a click from your phone or a 

simple voice command. This can help to keep 

track and control all the tasks in the household 

chores without even moving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 3 
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3) High comfort levels – A connected hub offers you the opportunity to relax while being 

stress-free about your household chores. One can receive a lot of free time because all 

your problems can be solved automatically with the connected hub. 

4) Personalisation – The entire function could be programmed to each and everyone’s 

personal needs and, with good coding there is nothing you couldn’t personalise. 

Here is a list of some aspects which be a lot more convenient to use once you have a smart home: 

 Smart Lights – Lights can turn on as soon as someone enters the room after dawn and 

switch off as soon as there is nobody in your room just by the use of motion and infrared 

sensors. Whenever motion or a high temperature like the human body (37 degree Celsius) 

the lights will switch on and as soon as this motion or temperature is out of range the 

lights will switch off on their own 

 

 Thermostat – Controlling the entire house temperature by just a simple command can be 

convenient but the constant change of surrounding temperature make the thermostat 

control tedious but the microprocessor will keep the temperature maintained on the 

values that last suited you in those conditions. Plus, it can also give suggestions to either 

increase or decrease the thermostat according to changes in the environmental conditions 

like the humidity. 

 Smart Door Lock – The door has been locked using the same old-fashioned keys for the 

past generations, but now a new era called for smarter locks. Unlocking doors using 

fingerprints, iris scanners and face recognition are a lot more secure and convenient to 

use and no issue of losing or forgetting your keys. 

 Smart Cooking –Cooking can be very easy with the use of internet of things. Due to the 

feature of remembering your previous chooses and, the things that you like you can get 

varied recipe suggestions from all over the internet and it also checks the all the items 

present in the fridge and checks recipes than can be made using those. 

 Smart Appliances – Connecting appliances to each other make them really easy to use. 

For example, your washing machine will know how to wash each cloth and your air 

conditioner will know what temperature suits you the most and your speaker will know 

what level do you prefer the most which helps you reduce your stress cause due to small 

everyday things and make life so much better. 

 Smart Garden –A smart garden can help you take care of your plants and lawn much 

more efficiently. The pH and moisture sensors in the soil can be connected to a 

microprocessor and the sprinklers which will activate them as soon at its too dry. This 

will help you maintain your lawn and you can have an automatic lawn mower which can 

start trimming the grass if it overgrows above a certain limit. 
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Now for a brief example this diagram will help you understand how one of the aspects (smart 

lights) of a smart house will work.  

Fig: 4 
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Now there is an important use of ADCs and DACs in this hub. ADCs are Analogue to Digital 

converters which convert analogue signals from appliances to digital messages to be read by the 

microprocess and DACs change digital signals to analogue message so that the appliances can 

communicate to and fro the microprocessor. One more device to name which helps this system is 

an actuator. It is a part of a device or machine that helps it to achieve physical movements by 

converting energy, often electrical, air, or hydraulic, into mechanical force. 

Now a smart home is just a small step to create a smart city which will make a city completely 

connected. Every single building or structure connected to each other. The house connected to 

the hospitals, police stations, fire stations, banks, supermarkets and all the other structures in a 

city. I realise this is a really big project but it can be easily accomplished if there are many smart 

homes which could be connected to a central city hub. 

 
Fig: 5 

A smart city will be a new futuristic advancement to a settlement. It will provide us with features 

that would make our lives about 50% easier and a lot more convenient. For example: 

 Enhanced Security–If your house might be getting robbed or infiltrated the Iot sensors 

can detect the presence of somebody unknown outside of active hours and give a straight 

message to the police or send a CCTV footage. Even you will get a message saying 

something fishy is going on at your place and you might want to check it. 

 Health Care – There might be elderly people who may be living alone or with family and 

suffer with health issues who need to be under surveillance every time. This smart home 
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and city can make emergencies situations a lot less stressful. There can be a smart watch 

or another device with the sick person and his heart rate, oxygen levels and more health 

features can be recorded every 30 mins and sent to the doctor and the head family 

member. If the value gets highly abnormal an ambulance will automatically be called to 

take the patient in. 

 Fire security – A fire in an empty house or even a filled one can be nasty and life 

threatening but a smart home can easily detect sources of a possible fire and inform you. 

In any case you don’t get informed or it gets too late the smart city feature will have 

already informed the fire station and they would be there for your rescue. It will reduce 

the amount of destruction cause by everyday fires to life and property.  

 Emergencies – There can be times when the entire city may be affected by some mass 

emergency and here being a smart city will be a huge advantage due to having everything 

connected and coordination between emergencies services will go extremely smoothly 

and all the procedures can be carried out smoothly. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

The main idea to talk about here is the number of rising smart homes in this world and the 

numbers are represented by the following graph. 

 
Graph: 1 

 

This graph shows in the last 3 years the number of smart homes is increasing by a rapid amount 

and the trend predicts that by 2024 there would be around 180 million households which operate 

with the use of Internet of things. 
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Another argument suggests that a smart home will have a huge risk of cybercrime and since our 

private data is being transferred between appliances wirelessly can be stolen and the victim will 

be in a massive trouble. To settle this argument of potentially threating yourself and your data I 

will say that Internet of things has also had an impact on cybersecurity and many tests have been 

conducts along with safety features like multiple firewalls have been equipped to the entire 

personalized hub. Any new device entering the hub will be thoroughly checked and only after the 

owner’s permission will be allowed to access the personal data. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In a nutshell, Internet of things is the general tool that everybody needs for a smart life and 

assisted living. In times like these where a pandemic has affected our world, we get to know the 

true value of our home, it’s a place which gives us comfort and a sense of protection and stuck in 

our houses for such a long time we have developed an emotional connect to it and turning it into 

a smart home can elevate this connect and make our homes an even more welcoming place. To 

end this paper, I would like to quote Arthur C. Clarke – ‘Any sufficiently advanced technology is 

indistinguishable from magic.’ This quote really connects to me saying that about 20 years ago 

we made science fiction and magical movies which exactly portrayed the current technology we 

have so rather than wasting such a genius idea, we should all implement it and live the life we 

were always dreaming of. 
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